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In our earlier cmnmnt, addressed 40 Chichilnisky (1980), we considered the 
error (in the form of an invalid Theorem 1) in her anafy4s of the transfer 
problem. ‘We address ourselves here to noting scme of the flaws in 

Before we discuss the model itself, we need to repraduce scme of the 
author’s statements [Chichilnisky (1981, p. 182)] in regard to the theory sf 
immiserizing growth in Bhagwati ( 1958,1968): 

“Our results also differ both in assumptions and in policy conclusions 
from others in the existing formalised trade and growth literature on tile 

rising effects of owth [cf. Bhagwati (1968,1972), Mundetl 
(~~~$)I. In those works t rl=sults emerge from assumptions can intern- 

rkees such as, for instance;, different international elasticities af 
ods in which the North and the South s 
th MC assumed to have inelastic d~rn~nd 

have more elastic 
TGW mere than the 

ca 

‘The results in this pa r have a dual character with res 
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Bhagwati (1968,1972), slince ours depend more on the behaviour of 
supply of factors of production rather than on the elasticity of demand 
for goods.’ 

It must be stated that Chichilnisky errs in regard to what Phagwati (1958) 
showed as a condition for immiserizing growth in a country. Ho demontrated 
that either an inelastic foreign offer curve, QP ultra-biased growth with 
negative output-elasticity of supply of the importable good when the foreign 
offer curve is elas~tc, would make immiserizing growth possible. It is simpry 

rong to assert therefore that an inelastic fcreign offer curve is necessary for 
immtserizing growth to occur in the Bhagwati case. The asserted ‘du’al’ 
character of Bhagwati’s theorem with that apparently proYed in Chichilnisky 
( 1981), with the former depending on inelastic demand and the latter on 
factor supply,, is thus incorrect, 

But, apart from this error, there is also no appreoiasion of the fact that 
hagwati was dealing with domestic, exogenously-specified growth that 

immiserized the growing country, To explore immiserizing growth in her 
model, and to explore possible duality with Bhagwati as she claims, 
Chichilnisky would have to solve for the effect of expansion that is both 
domestic and exogenous, either due to technical change or due to capital 
acclmulstion, on domestic welfare: the way it is done in Bhagwati (1958, 
1968) and other works. This, she does not do. 

Instead, as she is concerned (1981, p. 178, footnote 11). with the effects on 
Ihe South rf assumed ‘shifts in the demand of the North’, she shoafld be 
concerned ‘vi1.h the very different issue as to -,vhether growth (or other 

1~ policy shift) elseivhere can harm the South. But in that case it 
uld come as no surprise that growth (or o&r shift) may imply an 

adverse shift in the foreign offer curve facing a country and therefore the 
country loses some of the gains from trade and is imlniserized relative to the 
situation prior to this external growth (or other shift). [Indeed, this is 
pxcisely the problem that was an.alyzed by trade theorists in the postwar 

when the more rapid growth in productivity in the United States was 
bgh, Williams, Robertson and others as the source of the 
(in a nlonetary model) and, hence, of possible immiserization 
tners via terms-of-trade deterioration (in a real model).] 

y, however, even this analysis is erroneous in Chichilnisky 
cause it is fatally flawed, as is the bulk of the paper, by the false 

t that, in the model cilied by leer, an incr~cars~ in t for 
would W&W, rather than increase, the 

price of’ the exportable (p. 178, footnote 11): 
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The rest of this section is therefore devoted to showing very simply, using 
a geometric technique developed by Findlay, that this central proposition 
cannot hoId in the model as specified by her; that, in fact, the model is 
extremely well-behaved indeed in this regard.’ The model is, ‘in essence, a 
2 x 2 x 2 model with two points to note: the production functions are 
characterized by fixed coeffkients, and the supplies of factors rre variable 

ct to rewards, in each country. Let the factors be K and L, and the 
goods be 1 and 8. Then, the following olds for each of the 2 countries. In 
any incompletely specialized productio equilibrium the goods price (p&J 
determines the factor price ratio (IV,+) through the usual zero profit con- 
ditions under pure competition and constant returns to scale in production. 
These in turn determine factor quantities (K and L) through the postulated 
relationships between factor supplies and real factor rewards. Finally, 
the factor supplies, output of 1(Q) and B(Q,) are determined using the 
condition that factors are fully employed. 
Now, let pr/pB increase. We can then see that, if I is the K-intensive good, 

w/r klls, therefore K increases and L falls. Therefore, as in the argument 
underlying Rybczynski theorem, Q1 increases and QB falls. Therefors, given 
Walras’ law so that we concentrate on the 1 market, we see in the fig. 1 that 
Qr is a monotonically function of pI/pB. As for demand for I, this is assumed 
constant.2 Therefore D1 is a vertical line. Now, add both countries to get 
aggregate Df, Qf curves, as in fig. 2. 

One could not therefore get a stronger result; the equilibrium is unique 
and evidently Walras-stable. Now consider the North to have an increased 
demand for South’s exportable good B, as in Chichilnisky. This is equivalent 
to the Dt curve shifting to the left to 0;‘. We then get the orthodox 
conclusion that pI/pB must decrease with increased demand f:jr the B good.3 

‘We are indebted to Findlay who demonstrated clea4y the well-behaved nature of the 
Chichilnisky rzdael and hence the error of her contrary assertions, by producing the sunple 
argumentation we have used in the text. This error and several other problems afflicting the 
details of the Chichilnisky analysis, have been noted by Saavedra-Rivano (1981) in a thorough 
comment. 

“Cf . Chichilnisky (1981, p. 168): ‘In contrast with other two good factor t~.ro region modelr, 
here it is assumed that in each region the dcmancl for the investment luxury good ID is 
exogenously given. As in the following I will be used as a numeraire (P, == 1), this implies that in 
effect this demand is jixed in ,tominal terms; dn real terms ID 1s shen a rzd lytititlely sloped function qf 
its price p,. While this assllmption is rather usef4 to simplify thf computatior.s, it is not 
essential to prove the mairl results; more gewra/ do I’W m-d slnpirg dC w.md curces fiw I wn t e 

~~~~.~t~~~t~d ~~~t~~~~~t f ~~~~~~~i~~~ t Jre win f~wlure.5 q’ , he md~d. (our it&s). 11 the text, we hake 
interpreted this to mean tha; the investment demand -s constant. However, if it i 
negative slope, then the argument in the text is even reinforced and does non h 
anyway 

Walras-stable market, the specihect increase in B-demand in the North will reduce the 
equilibrium price of the R good! 
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~~ortun~~~~y, therefore, the Ghlchilnisky assertion to the contrary must be 
quietly buried.4 And, since this assertion is central to her paper, we must 
neczssarity reject the tbxetical and policy c=onclusi ns drawn in the paper 
as well. 

tion whether WaIrasian stability can be defied ;ilfferently 
that stability assumption is totally extraneous to 

the error noted in z the fallacious assertion about the effect of the %e in the 
North% de.mand fo ing to a fail in the world price of the S good is made by 

e&y of the adjustment mechanism (stable or 
es (1981, p. 171): ‘It shoutd be noted that the 

he equilibria of the model. Therefore are independent 
attain equilibrium.’ Second, in contra her results with 

thos of Bhagwati and o . Chichilnisky never attributes the differences partiy or wholly to 
dif%rences in the stability umptiorts between her and these other authors. On the other hand, 
!$amuel90n, Johnson, Jones, Bhagwati and others do consider Walrasian stability in the 
~nv~tiona~ way. 
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